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ABSTRACT
Nature has a remarkable strategies to overcome the unfavoring environmental condition by
producing a unique chemical compounds, including polyphenol. Polyphenol residues in many living
organism have been documented to express numerous biological function ranging from antioxidant,
mechanical reinforcement as well as metal anchoring substances. This gave us insight of how nature
converts toxic metal compound and deposits it into a harmless form. This review will discuss some
natural strategies of living organism to metabolize metal in a safe manner so that the metal no longer
harmful to them. Example taken from aluminum accumulating plants, vanadium accumulating marine
tunicate and iron-reinforced mussel byssus, which all three utilized phenol derivative compound to
chelate the metal. Advances made by incorporating cutting edge characterization tools allowed us to
understand the exact mechanism of metal chelation at the atomic level. A comprehensive discussion of
molecular mechanism governing the complexion between the phenolic compound and metal will be
beneficial for further study to fabricate functional materials, for example adsorbent, to remediate
contaminated water. Translating these natural strategies into an engineered polyphenol based adsorbent
materials will be prospective to be further applied as a remediation agent as it is easily found in nature,
cost effective and highly efficient.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The effort to remediate numbers of pollutant from environmental niche, particularly
water, has been performed for more than decades to promote a healthy and safe living
environment. Hundreds of pollutant categorized as priority pollutant according to US EPA,
considering their high toxicity. Amongst them, heavy metal resides as the prone pollutant that
remains challenging to eradicate due to its non-degradable nature and bioaccumulation
behavior. The consequences of heavy metal exposure to environment could be devastating,
affecting almost all form of living organism even in a relatively low concentration [1]. Majority
of heavy metal transferred to water bodies are coming from several industrial-generated
wastewaters such as electroplating, smelting, textile industries, automotive, agriculture, etc. [2].
Furthermore, some naturally high concentration of toxic heavy metal could be found in nature
due to natural physical and chemical processes and later threatened the environment [3, 4]. The
urgency to remove heavy metal contaminated water with better efficiency as well as minimum
environmental damage is certainly still an exploratory research area.
Various methods have been applied to remove heavy metal from wastewater, including
electrochemical [5], ion exchange [6], solvent exchange [7], membrane filtration [8],
precipitation [9] and adsorption [10]. One of the most frequently used methods is adsorption
due to its high efficiency, easy regeneration, and affordable cost while other methods are often
costly and generating secondary waste [11]. However, the search for better adsorbent material
with higher capacity and sustainable source is still needed for improvement. Nature provides
some extraordinary mechanism to detoxify metal either by use it as reinforcement for the
physical property or store it in a safe form. The many ways of how nature utilized metal for
their own good could be seen in a specific metal-chelating protein expression such as
metallothionein [12] and secretion of chelation substance, like polyphenol [13].
Polyphenol is a naturally occurring compound which has long been known to have a
superior property as an antioxidant either by free-radical scavenging or sequestering active
metals that catalyzed the reaction produces free-radical [14]. Its function and roles in
manipulating metal toxicity ranging from tolerance mechanism as well as physical property
reinforcement that benefits the organism to survive in a harsh environment. Its abundance in
nature, provided in almost every form of plants, making polyphenol stands as a promising
candidate to be further utilized as an adsorbent materials. The underlying molecular mechanism
and state of the art principle for these natural strategies in metal utilization could be the key for
further development of highly efficient and sustainable adsorbent materials that have a similar
property to that found in nature. This review paper will discuss about some natural strategies
found in nature for metal detoxification and reinforcement. In addition, some proposed
mechanism will be gathered to foster our understanding on the local environmental between the
ligand and metal in the atomic scale that ruled the complexion which can further help us to
mimic their strategy to solve our problem.

2. NATURAL METAL DETOXIFICATION
Diverse organism in nature either solitary or associated with other form of life [15] Some
organisms are well-adapt in a harsh environment like metal-contaminated area by metabolizing
the metal in a safe manner. A detail assessment of this unique strategy can provide us the key
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to a new inspiration for synthesizing a novel material, such as in water treatment technology.
Several studies have unveiled some natural mechanism performed by various organisms. This
section will talk more about three organism that handle metal quiet safe and mild, particularly
vanadium accumulating marine tunicate, iron-reinforced mussel byssus and aluminum
accumulating plants
2. 1. Vanadium-accumulating Marine Tunicate
Tunicate is an ancient invertebrate which belongs to chordate and live their life as a sessile
organism attaching to a hard substrate in the ocean floor. The name came from their hard
extracellular armor composed by cellulose nanofiber called tunic which have an outstanding
self-healing property [16]. This filter feeder organism effectively filtered thousands of gallons
water every day to physiologically eat and survive. Some genera known to be effectively
accumulate a superior amount of vanadium from seawater. Vanadium is a minor element in
seawater and exists as a positively charged form in the column water with relatively very low
concentration [17]. Elevated concentration might be observed near shore where industrial waste
is coming. Typically, vanadium concentration in seawater ranging from 0.5 to 3 µg/kg [17]. In
comparison, some tunicate can effectively accumulate vanadium up to 3000 mg/l or thousand
times than that contented in seawater [18].
This superior strategy of tunicate to sequester vanadium in a high concentration attracts
many scientists to unveil the mechanism behind. It has been proposed that the pyrogallolcontaining peptide called tunichrome, playing a critical role for the sequestration [16].
Tunichrome is a small peptide isolated from the blood cells of tunicate, giving the blood a bright
green and yellow color. The pyrogallol moieties or 3,4,5-trihydroxyphenylalanine (TOPA) is a
phenolic compound that has a high affinity to metal ion [19]. The chelating phenomena can be
described as noncovalent bonding between the metal and the hydroxyl group of the TOPA
moieties in the peptide. The vanadium concentrated in the blood cells are in the form of trivalent
state which is very sensitive to oxidation [16]. The role of vanadium for tunicate physiological
function remains unclear with some studies said it exhibits a defensive role towards biofouling,
predation and bacterial infection [18].
Few studies have reported the use of tunicate as a bioremediation agent for metal pollutant
such as cadmium, lead, mercury as well as vanadium [20]. This approach can be further
developed as a monitoring tool for ocean pollution indexing as it shows a promiscuous
application as biosensor. However, considering it application in real waste water treatment
service, using tunicate as agent is a risky choice since it has many limitations like uptake
capacity, life cycle and sustainability issues. Furthermore, in some area, especially eastern Asia,
tunicate are popular seafood commodity and served as a major economic income for coastal
area.
2. 2. Iron-reinforced Mussels Byssus
Several genera of bivalve or mussels, a class of marine invertebrate, have a unique
strategy to survive in a harsh marine environment. Some of them are even considered as a threat
in aquatic ecosystem [21] For example, the blue mussels or Mytilus edulis, are known to attach
themselves in a hard substrate so strong that it can survive the encountering ocean wave. They
secreted 4 to 5 cm long, fine hundreds of thread formed a bundle which called as byssus, plural
from byssal thread [22]. This byssus is coated by a delicate layer of protein that protects them
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from the stresses coming from its surrounding. In addition, this attachment is not disturbed even
though they are physically submerged in the fluidic ocean water, where we know that most
adhesive attachment failed under the water. This extraordinary natural strategy has attracted
interest of scientist and researcher for years. The key underwater adhesive point is apparently
the most appealing part for many researchers across fields like biomedical [23], environmental
[24] and material science [25].
To date, the most prominent research in the protective coated layer of the byssus is the
protein which called mussels foot protein (MFP). In Mytilus edulis, the protein consists of
roughly 85 decapeptides with a special residue of post-translational form of tyrosine, cathecolic
compound 3,4-dihydroxyphenilalanine or DOPA [26]. The approximate molecular weight of
this protein is around 110 kDA with 10 to 15% of DOPA is present [22]. These moieties of
DOPA served as active sites for iron complexation, creating an unusual mechanical property
with high stiffness yet excellent elongation [27]. It is reported that Fe (III) form an exceptional
stabile complex with DOPA in bis and tris manner, accustomed to the environment condition,
e.g. pH.
The byssus secreted by foot, however, has an extraordinary mechanical properties
spanning in axial orientation along the threads. The end of the byssus, or plaque, has typically
higher mechanical property than the other part. This in agreement with the MFP content which
showed highest concentration in the plaque [28]. Simultaneously, moving upward to the distal
and proximal part, the mechanical property decreases as well as the MFP content [22]. This
gradient of molecular constituent and mechanical property exhibit fascinating natural strategies
of how mussels control their biophysical function.
Metals other than iron have been studied to have interaction with byssus, although the
most studied one is iron. Iron can exist in seawater as dissolved ion in Fe(II) or Fe(III) state and
the concentration relatively low [29]. However, the MFP cannot directly attract iron from the
seawater instead of utilized the available iron already reside in the mussel body from the filterfeeding activity performed by most bivalve. This iron that taken through the water, distributed
evenly to many body parts of mussel by the amoebocytes including the foot, which where the
byssus made [30].
The incorporation of iron in MFP although still debated, draws a substantial key to
understand how organisms deal with foreign compound like metal. Using the exact similar
strategies utilizing the metal affinity towards a strong natural ligand can extend the
effectiveness of remediation practice in waste water treatment. The limitation experienced by
these natural strategies can be overcome by incorporating a synthetic or engineered additional
compound to tackle the problems that might surface later such as sensitivity to oxidation.
2. 3. Alumunium-accumulating plants
Alumunium trivalent (+3) species is known as toxic substance to many plants, which
distinctly manage to reside in acidic environment. Although alumunium in low concentration
may promote some beneficial effect on plants such as the uptake and transport of several
essential nutrient including Ca, Mg, P and Fe [31], in higher concentration it can disturb cellular
function of the cell thus creating a detrimental effect [32]. Under acidic soils, the presence of
alumunium interrupted the root development and growth giving a most distinguished cellular
damage compare to other part, e.g. leaves [32]. This toxicity towards some plants species can
be seen as a challenge as it is reported that almost 40% arable land in world turned acidic.
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This can happen due to natural phenomena but mostly human activity like mining causes
the environmental change.
Plants that suffer from this toxicity are forced to survive by several mechanisms like
exclusion and tolerance. The exclusion mechanism involved in secretion of chelating substance
by the plants so that alumunium fixed by the chelating agent outside the cell [33]. While the
tolerance mechanism fix the metal in the cell wall or other organelle in an unreactive form thus
decreasing their toxicity.
Some genera of plants can afford the detrimental consequences of alumunium toxicity by
secreting polyphenol substances that able to chelate the metal efficiently. Polyphenol
compound, both high and low molecular weight, is known to perform alumunium detoxification
in plants. For instance, a high molecular weight tannin, flavan-3-ol, found in camphor tree or
Lotus pedunculatus, have been identified as alumunium detoxifying agent[33]. Typical organic
acids such as malate, citrate and oxalate are a good example of compounds secreted by plants
for the exclusion mechanism. The anionic acids were released from the roots of the plants and
strongly bind with Alumunium at the root-soil interface [34]. Tritticum aestivum or wheat, corn
and snapbean are one of many plants reported to secret these acids [35].
The production and secretion of the organic acid are continuously performed as the root
of the plants growing through the acidic soils, but the detoxification only necessary around the
apical root cells where the alumunium sensitivity is highest [34]. Both polyphenol and organic
acid exhibit a critical role in tolerating alumunium toxicity in plants. This mechanism gives
another set of example of how nature cooperates with metal, easily and safe. It is not possible
to mimic the same mechanism for other metals having relatively similar property with
alumunium.

3. SYNTHETIC METAL ADSORBENT INSPIRED BY NATURE
The extent of natural strategies in metal detoxification or utilization emerged its
application in real-life problem solving particularly those related to metal pollution. However,
direct use of biological organism as a remediation agent have some efficiency and most
prominently, sustainable issues. For example, to utilize tunicate or mussel as bioremediation
agent, practically hundreds or even thousands organism needed to sufficiently keep up with the
industrial waste daily load. Extracting the key compound, such as tunichrome, will not give any
significance neither. The extraction of tunichrome as well as other key compound will need a
sophisticated technique that requires advance and expensive tools. In addition, the result will
not be sufficient enough for further scale up.
Alternative approach is by synthetically fabricating analogue materials having similar
property to that expressed in nature. For example, TOPA or pyrogallol moieties in tunichrome
is also found in nature like tea, fruits or wood barks in the form of gallic acid [36]. Similarly,
cathecolic compound are also found in green tea and already commercially produce [37].
The latter stage of translating this natural mechanism can be achieved by surface
modification or functionalization to suitable backbone such as carbon or biopolymer, which
will follow by the enhancement of their uptake capacity, thus creating a superior efficiency
compare to the unmodified one.
A few research reported the beneficial impact of using bioinspired approach in
synthetizing a highly efficient adsorbent, not limited to heavy metal but also performed well
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for other pollutant like synthetic dye [38] or even oil [39]. Some gathered publication regarding
to this is given in Table 1.
Table 1. List of Synthetic Bioinspired Adsorbent.

No.

Materials

Inspiration

Metals or Ions

References

1

Gallic acid conjugated chitin
nanofiber

Tunicate

Chromium, Gold

[40] , [41]

2

Graphene oxide coated
polydopamine

Mussels

Lead, Copper,
Cadmium,
Mercury

[42]

3

Carbide-derived carbon

Diatom

Mercury

[43]

4

Metal oxides

Eggshell
membrane

Nanoparticle

[44]

5

Cellulose Nanofiber-Humic
Acid

Soil

Copper

[45]

6

2D-Carbon Flakes and Fe3O4
Nanoparticle Composites

Onion

Arsenic

[46]

7

Polydopamine Coated Natural
Zeolite

Mussels

Copper

[47]

8

Polyvynilgallol

Polyphenol

Gold, Nickel,
Alumunium

[48]

9

Amine Functionalized Carbon
Nanotube

Mussels

Copper

[49]

Mussels

Copper

[50]

Mussels

Copper

[51]

12
13

Polydopamine coated
Cellulose Nanofibrils aerogel
MXenes-based polymeric
composites (Ti3C2TXPDOPA)

14

Carrageenan/laponite
multilayers

Layer by layer
structure of
organisms

Lithium,
Magnesium

[52]

15

Hybrid nanofiber of Spirulina
sp. And polystyrene

Microorganism

Copper,
Manganese

[53]

16

Superheated steam-activated
biochar (SABC)

Root system

Chromium
Hexavalent

[54]
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17

Catechol-Containing Acrylic
Poly(ionic liquid) Hydrogels

Mussels

Arsenic,
Chromium

[55]

18

Zeolite-based materials

Paddy soil

Ammonium ion

[56]

Paddy soil

Arsenic and
Chromium

[57]

Shell crabs

Chromium

[58]

Mussels

Copper

[59]

Peptide
glutathione

Cadmium, Lead

[60]

Egg lysozyme

Lead

[61]

19

20

21
22
23

Nanoparticle-Assembled
Hybrid Microsphere Structure
Trimethoxysilyl group
terminated poly(1vinylimidazole)-modifiedchitosan
Poly‐dopamine/reduced
graphene oxide composite
membranes
Nanoporous polymer thin
films
Amyloid lysozyme fibrils
conjugated with
polyethyleneimine (PEI)

24

RGO/Fe3O4 magnetic
nanoparticles

Murrayakoenigii
(Mk) leaves
extract

Lead

[62]

25

NZVI immobilized on
dopamine and l-DOPA
functionalized
polyacrylonitrile

Mussels

Chromium

[63]

4. CONCLUSIONS
In general, the natural mechanism of metal utilization for subsequent detoxification is an
interesting alternative for generating sustainable, efficient adsorbent materials to be used in
waste water treatment facility. Here we unveiled the mechanism governing the detoxification
of metal in marine tunicate, mussel and plants with phenolic compound or moieties playing a
major role in their mechanism. The translations of this natural mechanism have been performed
by several studies but more research addressing practical application is still needed.
Furthermore, there are still many mechanisms in nature that poorly understood thus opening a
future opportunity for investigation and finding more new, higher capacity and efficient
mechanism.
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